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A kicked quantum nondemolition measurement is introduced, where a qubit is weakly measured
by pumping current. Measurement statistics are derived for weak measurements combined with
single qubit unitary operations. These results are applied to violate a generalization of Leggett and
Garg’s inequality. The violation is related to the failure of the noninvasive detector assumption, and
may be interpreted as either intrinsic detector backaction, or the qubit entangling the microscopic
detector excitations. The results are discussed in terms of a quantum point contact kicked by a
pulse generator, measuring a double quantum dot.
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An important goal in the research of quantum phe-
nomena in the solid state is to provide realistic tests that
demonstrate quantum behavior which no analogous clas-
sical system could exhibit. The best known example of
such a test is Bell’s inequality (BI) [1], but in submicron
sized samples the BI serves primarily as a test of entangle-
ment rather than ruling out local hidden variable theories
[2]. The seminal work of Leggett and Garg [3] provides
another inequality involving only one quantum variable
together with a set of projective measurements. This test
demonstrates that the predictions of quantum mechan-
ics are incompatible with the philosophical assumptions
of macrorealism and a noninvasive detector. An inter-
esting parallel between the two inequalities is that the
role of hidden variables in the BI is played by trajec-
tories in the Leggett-Garg inequality (LGI). The belief
that the quantum system really takes a definite classical
trajectory between two points (chosen from an arbitrary
probability distribution) may be disproved with the LGI.

This Letter proposes a generalization of the LGI using
quantum nondemolition (QND) measurements weakly
measuring the quantum state by pumping current. Weak
measurements, in contrast to projective measurements,
obtain partial information about the state from an in-
herently noisy output, so wavefunction collapse happens
continuously. In the solid state, the typically weak cou-
pling between system and detector implies that weak
measurements are the norm. A generic problem arising
in making a projective measurement out of many weak
measurements is that the quantum system has its own
Hamiltonian dynamics that effectively rotates the mea-
surement basis, preventing projective measurement. The
way around this problem is with QND measurements.

Kicked QND.— The scheme we employ is that of
kicked QND measurements, introduced by Braginsky et

al. and Thorne et al. [4] for the harmonic oscillator.
In Ref. [5], the idea is introduced for the two-state sys-
tem by two of the authors by making an analogy to a
cat playing with a string that moves in a circle: Rather

than chasing the string [6], the cat sits in one spot wait-
ing for the string to come to it, and only then bats at
it [7]. The motion in a circle comes from the evolution
of a two-state system, where H = ∆σx/2 is the qubit
Hamiltonian, and ∆ is the tunnel coupling of the sym-
metric qubit which defines the Rabi oscillation period,
τq = 2π/∆. Although kicked measurement may be re-
alized in a wide variety of systems, we will focus on a
quantum point contact (QPC) kicked by a voltage pulse
generator. This detector measures σz, the position of the
electron in a double quantum dot (DD) charge qubit as
depicted in Fig. 1. The QPC detector is growing in ex-
perimental importance [8, 9, 10, 11], and Hayashi et al.

[8] applied rectangular voltage pulses similar to the ones
we consider.

An experimentally appealing variation on the idea of
kicked measurement is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a se-
quence of voltage kicks of duration τV ≪ τq is applied
to the QPC, alternating in sign every half oscillation pe-
riod. The parameters of the measurement process with
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FIG. 1: (color online). Visualization of the kicked QND mea-
surement. A voltage pulse is applied to the QPC, followed
by a quiet period of zero voltage bias, lasting for a Rabi os-
cillation period, followed by another pulse, and so on. The
up/down variation is depicted, where the kicks come every
half period, and the sign of the voltage pulse alternates with
every kick. Read-out of the coherent superposition of tra-
jectories (red or blue) occurs by measuring the sign of the
current, and corresponds to an elementary quantum pump.
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an ideal QPC detector [12, 13, 14, 15] are specified by the
currents, I1,2, that correspond to the different positions
of the electron in the DD, and the detector shot noise
power SI = eI(1 − T ) (where T is the transparency).
The typical time needed to distinguish the qubit sig-
nal from the background noise is the measurement time
TM = 4SI/(I1 − I2)

2. If the qubit starts in state |1〉
[or |2〉], so the kicks are in [or out of] phase with the co-
herent oscillations, then the physical current produced by
the QPC is (I1−I2)(τV /τq) > 0 [or (I2−I1)(τV /τq) < 0].
Thus, by simply determining the sign of the current, a
measurement of the quantum state can be made. Be-
sides being a phase detector, this apparatus is also an
elementary quantum pump [16], where the kicks pro-
vide one time-changing parameter of zero average, and
the intrinsic quantum dynamics of the qubit provide the
other changing parameter of zero average that neverthe-
less causes a net flow of current [17].

To characterize the result of each measurement kick,
dimensionless variables are introduced by defining the
current origin at I0 = (I1 + I2)/2 and scaling the current
per pulse as I − I0 = x(I1 − I2)/2, so I1,2 are mapped
onto x = ±1 (positive or negative current in the pumping
proposal). The weak (static) coupling between QPC and
DD implies that τV ≪ TM . In these units, we take x to
be normally distributed with variance D = TM/τV ≫ 1.
The typical number of kicks needed to distinguish the
two states is D kicks. The measurement result I after N
kicks is I = (1/N)

∑N

n=1 xn, and we seek the conditional
probability distribution P (I, N |ρ) of measuring the re-
sult I, starting with a given density operator ρ prepared
before the first kick. The probability of measuring the
result xn after one kick is determined by the state of the
qubit just before the measurement, and is given by

P (xn) = ρ
(n)
11 P1(xn) + ρ

(n)
22 P2(xn), (1)

where ρij are the elements of the density matrix in the
z basis, and the notation Pj(xn) is introduced for the
j = 1, 2 distributions of the nth kick. These two distri-
butions describe the detector output for the nth kick, if
the electron resides only on one of the two dots. The den-
sity matrix of the qubit is updated based on information
obtained from the measurement that just occurred. This
is done with the quantum Bayes rule [13] that defines a
non-unitary quantum map [18]:

ρ
(n+1)
11 = 1 − ρ

(n+1)
22 =

ρ
(n)
11 P1(xn)

ρ
(n)
11 P1(xn) + ρ

(n)
22 P2(xn)

,

ρ
(n+1)
12 =

[

ρ
(n+1)
21

]∗

= ρ
(n)
12

√

ρ
(n+1)
11 ρ

(n+1)
22 /ρ

(n)
11 ρ

(n)
22 . (2)

The quantum Bayesian formalism provides additional in-
sight into the quantum detection process, and is well
suited to analyze kicked QND measurements. Equiva-
lence with the quantum trajectories approach is shown

(a) (b)

(e)(d)

(c)

FIG. 2: (color online). The conditional evolution of all pure
states under kicked QND measurement is represented on the
Bloch sphere. From (a-e), the rescaled result of the measure-
ment is γ = (−1,−.5, 0, .5, 1) respectively. As the detector
obtains more information, we can with greater statistical cer-
tainty distinguish the post-measurement quantum state, so
the Bloch sphere is more and more red (|1〉) or blue (|2〉), de-
pending on the value of γ measured [color is assigned accord-
ing to ρ11 − ρ22 of the final state]. The conditional evolution
of several representative states is also indicated with black
arrows. The North, South pole represent the states |1〉, |2〉.

in Ref. [19] (see also Ref. [20]). The advantage of QND
measurement in the quantum Bayesian approach follows
from using Eqs. (2) to calculate the probability distribu-
tion P (I, N |ρ) of current I after N kicks, starting with
the density matrix ρ:

P (I, N |ρ) = ρ11P (I, N |1) + ρ22P (I, N |2), (3)

where ρ11, ρ22 are the diagonal matrix elements of the
original density matrix, and the functions P (I, N |j), j =
1, 2 are defined as Gaussian probability distributions of
the current, with average (−1)j−1, and variance D/N .
These two distributions describe the total detector out-
put for N kicks, if the electron resides only on one of the
two dots. In Eq. (3), the N weak measurements simply
compose to give one N -times stronger measurement. As
N is increased, the distributions limit to delta-functions
giving either I = 1,−1 with probability ρ11, ρ22 respec-
tively. A one-sigma confidence is obtained when N = D
(see above). The QND measurement output only involves
the diagonal density matrix elements, so the current out-
put behaves exactly as if it were simply collecting infor-
mation about a classical bit from a noisy process. In spite
of this fact, the Eqs. (2) allow us to deduce the DD elec-
tron’s density matrix prepared after the N measurements
from our knowledge of I:

ρ′ =
1

ρ11 eγ + ρ22 e−γ

(

ρ11 e
γ ρ12

ρ∗12 ρ22 e
−γ

)

, (4)

where γ = IN/D is the rescaled measurement result.
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The conditional quantum dynamics of Eq. (4) is illus-
trated in Fig. 2 for all pure states, where (x, y, z) are
coordinates on the Bloch sphere. The x and y behavior
follows from z, which is in turn conditioned on the de-
tector output I, so the sphere is colored according to the
conditional evolution of z. If γ is positive (negative), then
states are “attracted” toward the North (South) pole.
As γ grows increasingly positive or negative, we become
more confident which state the qubit has collapsed to,
so the sphere is more and more red (|1〉) or blue (|2〉),
but notice that this depends on the initial state. The
conditional evolution of several representative states is
indicated with black arrows.

Generalized LGI.— While the point of the kicked QND
proposal was to effectively turn off the qubit unitary evo-
lution while the measurement is taking place, kicked mea-
surement provides a simple way of generating a single-
qubit rotation: Waiting some fraction r of a Rabi os-
cillation between kicks defines a phase shift φ = 2πr
on the DD qubit. Consider now an experiment, com-
prised of N1 kicks, followed by a single qubit unitary
operation U(φ), followed by N2 kicks. The measure-

ment results are defined as I1 = (1/N1)
∑N1

n=1 xn, I2 =

(1/N2)
∑N1+N2

n=N1+1 xn. We seek the normalized probabil-
ity distribution P (I1; I2) of finding current I1 after N1

kicks, and I2 after N2 subsequent kicks. This distribu-
tion may also be interpreted as a “joint counting statis-
tics”. After the first N1 kicks, the measured current I1

will occur with a probability density given by (3), and
prepares a post-measurement density matrix ρ′ (4). The
subsequent unitary operation rotates this density matrix,
ρnew = U ρ′ U†. The following set of N2 kicks start with
ρnew and continue to measure in the z-basis as before.
Equation (3) may be applied again to obtain

P (I1; I2) = [ρ11P (I1, N1|1) + ρ22P (I1, N1|2)] (5)

× [ρnew
11 P (I2, N2|1) + ρnew

22 P (I2, N2|2)],

where the new density matrix elements are

ρnew
11 = [cos2(φ/2)ρ11e

γ + sin2(φ/2)ρ22e
−γ

− sinφ Imρ12]/(ρ11e
γ + ρ22e

−γ),

ρnew
12 = [Reρ12 + (i/2) sinφ (ρ11e

γ − ρ22e
−γ)

+ i cosφ Imρ12]/(ρ11e
γ + ρ22e

−γ). (6)

Note that the outcome of the first N1 kicks, I1, appears
in the expression involving the second set of kicks, so the
distribution does not factorize. It is straightforward to
generalize the results (5,6) to any number of dislocations
in the pulse sequence, each of which has a phase shift.

We now demonstrate how these results may be used
to violate a generalized LGI. A generalized LGI has been
discussed by Ruskov et al. [21] for the current correla-
tions and the spectral noise peak generated by a qubit.
Our setup has the advantage of full tunability of phase-
shifts and measurement strength and thus permits a

LGI test over a wide range of parameters. The origi-
nal proposal [3] derived an inequality involving correla-
tion functions from three experiments, each consisting
of two projective measurements done at specified times
starting from the same initial condition. The beauty of
weak measurements is that the inequality may be vio-
lated with only one set of measurements together with
statistical averaging. To derive the weak measurement
generalization of the LGI, consider three kicks surround-
ing two phase shifts φ1,2. Define the correlation function
B = S12+S23−S13, where Snm = 〈InIm〉; n,m = 1, 2, 3.
The assumptions of “macrorealism and a noninvasive de-
tector” [3] are introduced with a white, additive, noise
model of the detection process (characteristic of QPC
electron transport). The measured result In can be de-
composed into a system signal and detector noise contri-
bution, In = Cn + ξn. The signal Cn describes the DD
state at measurement n, while the detector noise term,
ξn, is white Gaussian noise (discussed previously), of zero
average and variance 〈ξ2n〉 = D/Nn. The signal contribu-
tion Cn may be endowed with classical hidden variables
{λ}, chosen from any probability distribution. The signal
can now change arbitrarily between measurements, but
only in a bounded way, −1 ≤ Cn({λ}) ≤ 1. The non-
invasive detector assumption implies that the detector
noise does not affect the measured system in the past or
the future, so 〈ξnCm({λ})〉 = 0, for any n,m. These as-
sumptions imply that Snm = 〈Cn({λ})Cm({λ})〉r, where
〈. . .〉r denotes further averaging over the hidden variables
{λ}, as well as over realizations or initial conditions.
From the bound on each of the signal contributions, it
is straightforward to show that B ≤ 1, concluding the
weak measurement generalization of the LGI.

Starting with any DD electron state, we find quantum
mechanically from the generalization of (5,6) that

B = cosφ1 + cosφ2 − cosφ1 cosφ2 (7)

+ sinφ1 sinφ2 exp(−N2/2D),

for an arbitrary number of kicks N1, N2, N3 made around
the phase shifts. The first three terms in (7) cannot
violate the LGI, and it is the last term that is re-
sponsible for the violation. In the weak measurement
limit, N2 ≪ D, the Bell-like parameter takes the form,
B ≈ cosφ1 +cosφ2 − cos(φ1 +φ2), and is maximally vio-
lated for φ1 = φ2 = π/3 so B = 3/2. The physical inter-
pretation for the suppression of the critical term in (7) is
the following: If measurement 2 had not been made, the
system travels in a coherent superposition of trajectories
(red and blue in Fig. 1) between 1 → 3. The intermedi-
ate measurement gives the necessary third point, but also
yields information (at a rate D−1 per kick) about which
trajectory the quantum system “really” took [22]. This
information manifests itself in making it harder to violate
the LGI. In the projective measurement limit, N2 ≫ D,
we are statistically confident which trajectory the system
took, and it becomes impossible to violate the LGI.
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An alternative picture may be seen by reconsidering
three incident electron groups on the QPC, spaced by a
phase shift φ1,2 on the DD qubit. Rather than directly
project the QPC electrons after each passes (as is neces-
sary for the quantum Bayesian approach), we use a well
known property of quantum circuits, that the predictions
of quantum mechanics are identical if the projective mea-
surements are delayed to the end of the all unitary op-
erations. Then the above procedure is identical to the
quantum circuit drawn in Fig. 3, where each initial left
scattering state |L〉 encodes many transport electrons.
Rather than attribute the correlations (7) to detector
backaction, another interpretation is to see the above pro-
cedure as the DD qubit effectively creating entanglement
between the transport electrons. For simplicity, we con-
sider the 1/2 transparency point (see Ref. [14] for a more
general discussion). Following the detector treatment in
Refs. [12, 15], the transmission (reflection) amplitudes
t1,2(r2,1) =

√

1/2 ± ǫ of the two scattering matrices cor-
responding to the two positions of the DD electron are
expanded in the detector sensitivity ǫ to second order.
If the qubit is in state |1〉, |2〉 then the out-going detec-
tor scattering states are |χ1,2〉 = |s〉(1 − ǫ2/2) ± ǫ|a〉,
where |s〉, |a〉 = (|L〉 ± |R〉)/

√
2 are combinations of the

left/right scattering states. Before measurements are
made, the state is given by

|Ψ〉 = U(φ1)U(φ2)|ψ〉|0〉(1 − 3ǫ2/2) + ǫ|ψ′〉[cosφ+

× (|1〉 + |3〉) + cosφ−|2〉] + ǫ|ψ′′〉[sinφ+(|3〉 − |1〉)
+ sinφ−|2〉] + ǫ2|ψ〉[cosφ−(|1′〉 + |3′〉) + cosφ+|2′〉]
+ ǫ2|ψ′′′〉[sinφ−(|3′〉 − |1′〉) + sinφ+|2′〉], (8)

where |0〉 = |sss〉, |1, 2, 3〉 = |ass, sas, ssa〉, |1′, 2′, 3′〉 =
|saa, asa, aas〉, and |klm〉 ≡ |k〉I |l〉II |m〉III . The DD
states are defined as |ψ,′ ,′′ ,′′′ 〉 = α|1〉 + β|2〉,−α|1〉 +
β|2〉, i(β|1〉−α|2〉), i(β|1〉+α|2〉), and φ± = (φ1 ±φ2)/2.
The first dominant term is separable and alone can pro-
duce no correlations, while the remaining terms are en-
tangled. Using projection operators on the right scatter-
ing states in order to calculate current correlators recov-
ers the weak measurement limit of (7).

Conclusions.— We have proposed a kicked qubit read-
out scheme that is both a quantum nondemolition mea-
surement and a quantum pump. Kicked measurements
combined with unitary operations were used to formu-
late and violate a weak measurement generalization of
Leggett and Garg’s inequality. The fact that our proposal
uses one set of pulses to accomplish both weak measure-
ments and phase shifts provides an important advantage
for an experiment aimed at violating the LG inequality.

We thank L. P. Kouwenhoven, E. V. Sukhorukov, R.
Ruskov, and B. Trauzettel for helpful discussions. This
work was supported by MaNEP and the SNF (A.N.J.
and M.B.) and the NSA/ARDA/ARO (A.N.K.).
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